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We develop a general scheme for the study of the localization transition in a general non-Hermitian
quasicrystals with both complex phase factor and non-reciprocal hopping, As a consequence, we ob-
tain the analytical phase boundaries of localization transition for non-Hermitian Aubry-Andre´ model
in the whole parameter space, and the complete phase diagram is straightforwardly determined. In
particular, we obtain the relation between winding numbers and acceleration, and demonstrate that
the phase diagram can be alternatively characterized by winding numbers. Moreover, we unveil that
the spectrum keeps invariant when we change the complex phase parameter h or non-reciprocal pa-
rameter g in the region of h < |hc| or g < |gc| if the system is in the extended or localized state,
respectively. Such an intriguing feature of the spectrum structure can be exactly proved in the limit
cases with g = 0 or h = 0, and such phenomenon is stable under perturbation. We also study the
interplay of skin effect and localization in the whole parameter space.
I. INTRODUCTION
Investigation of localization induced by disorder is an
old but everlasting research topic in condensed mat-
ter physics1. While Anderson localization induced by
random disorder are thoroughly studied2–5, localization
transition in quasiperiodic systems has attracted increas-
ing interest in recent years6–10. In comparison with
the random disorder systems, the quasiperiodic systems
manifest some peculiar properties and may support ex-
act results due to the existence of duality relation for the
transformation between lattice and momentum spaces. A
typical example is the Aubry-Andre´ (AA) model8, which
undergoes a localization transition when the quasiperi-
odical potential strength exceeds a transition point de-
termined by a self-duality condition. Various extensions
of AA models have been studied10–15. The quasiperi-
odic lattice models can support energy-dependent mobil-
ity edges when either short-range (long-range) hopping
processes16–22or modified quasiperiodic potentials23–25
are introduced.
The interplay of non-Hermiticity and disorder brings
new perspective for the localization phenomena. Due to
the releasing of the Hermiticity constrain, non-Hermitian
random matrices contain much more rich symmetry
classes according to Bernard-LeClair classification26–29
than the corresponding Hermitian Altland-Zirnbauer
classification. In the scheme of random matrix theory,
it has been demonstrated that the spectral statistics for
non-Hermitian disorder systems displays many different
features from the Hermitian systems30–33. The inter-
play of the nonreciprocal hopping and random disorder
has been studied in terms of the Hatano-Nelson-type
models34–39. The effect of complex disorder potentials
has also been investigated40–42. Non-Hermitian exten-
sions of AA model have also been numerically studied
in various references43–49, which mainly focused on the
effect of complex potentials. Non-Hermitian quasiperi-
odic models with mobility edges have also been investi-
gated very recenty50–53. Since both complex potential
and non-reciprocal hopping can induce non-Hermiticity,
a general form of non-Hermitian AA models can be re-
alized by introducing both non-reciprocal hopping and
complex phase factor in the AA model. Despite its decep-
tively simple form, the phase boundaries of localization-
delocalization transition of the general non-Hermitian
AA model are still not known, except of two limit cases in
the absence of either non-reciprocal hopping47 and com-
plex potential48. A complete phase diagram with analyt-
ical phase boundaries in the full parameter space is lack-
ing. In addition, although the coincidence of localization
transition point with the PT -symmetry-breaking point
in the PT -symmetry AA model has been numerically
observed47, no analytical proof is given. Some unusual
and unexplored spectrum features of non-Hermitian AA
models, i.e., the spectra are invariant with the change of
complex phase parameter h or non-reciprocal parameter
g in specific regions, are also unveiled.
In this work, we shall study the general non-Hermitian
AA model with both complex phase factor and non-
reciprocal hopping, aiming to give analytical phase
boundaries in the whole parameter space and unveil in-
triguing properties of the spectrum structure. Start-
ing from the PT -symmetrical AA model, we rigorously
derive the phase boundary of localization-delocalization
transition and prove the intrinsic relation between the lo-
calization transition and PT -symmetry breaking by ap-
plying Avila’s global theory54–57, which has been pro-
posed to study the general non-Hermitian quasiperiodic
mosaic lattices53. An interesting property is that the
real spectrum does not change with complex phase fac-
tor. Then we study the general case in the presence of
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FIG. 1: The Lyapunov exponent γ(E, h) for (a) |λ| < 1 and
(b) |λ| > 1.
nonreciprocal hopping and obtain the complete phase di-
agram determined by an analytical formula for the local-
ization transition point. We also identify that the phase
diagram can be characterized by winding numbers. The
invariance of spectrum structure under the change of h or
g in specific regions are also studied and analyzed. Then
we study the interplay of skin effect and localization and
demonstrate that the sensitivity of spectrum structures
to the change of boundary condition from periodic to
open boundary condition (PBC to OBC) can distinguish
the skin and localized phases.
II. MODELS AND RESULTS
We consider the general non-Hermitian AA models
with both complex quasiperiodic potential and non-
reciprocal hopping, described by
H =
∑
j
(tL|j〉 〈j + 1|+ tR |j + 1〉 〈j|+ Vj |j〉〈j|) , (1)
where tL = te
−g and tR = teg are the left-hopping and
right-hopping amplitude, respectively, and Vj is given by
Vj = 2λ cos(2piωj + θ), (2)
with
θ = φ+ ih
describing a complex phase factor. For convenience, we
set t = 1 as the unit of energy and take ω =
(√
5− 1) /2,
which can be approached by ω = limn→∞
Fn−1
Fn
with the
Fibonacci numbers Fn defined recursively by Fn+1 =
Fn + Fn−1 and F0 = F1 = 1. By taking |ψ〉 =
∑
j uj |j〉,
the eigen equation is given by
Euj = e
−guj+1 + eguj−1 + Vjuj , (3)
where the eigenvalue E is generally complex.
A. PT -symmetrical model
We first discuss the case in the absence of non-
reciprocal hopping, i.e., g = 0. For φ = 0, we have Vj =
V ∗−j , the model (1) with g = 0 has PT symmetry44,58.
For the case of g = 0, we can obtain the exact Lyapunov
exponent (LE) by applying Avila’s global theory. The
LE can be represented as
γ (E, h) = lim
n→∞
1
2pin
∫ 2pi
0
ln ||Tn (E, φ, h)|| dφ, (4)
where ||A|| represents the norm of the matrix A and the
transfer matrix
Tn (E, φ, h) =
n∏
j=1
T j =
n∏
j=1
(
E − Vj −1
1 0
)
.
From the discussions in Ref.53,57, we have
γ(E, h) = max{ln |λ|+ |h|, 0} (5)
if the energy E belongs to the spectrum of the Hamil-
ton H. Figs.1(a) and 1(b) show the Lyapunov expo-
nent γ(E, h) for non-critical AA models with |λ| < 1 and
|λ| > 1, respectively. While γ (E, h) = 0 indicates the
extended state, γ (E, h) > 0 corresponds the localized
state, which leads to the localization transition point de-
termined by
|h| = − ln |λ|. (6)
Now we study the spectrum structure of the extended
states. For simplicity, we only discuss the case h > 0.
Indeed, by Avila’s global theory57, γ(E, h) is a convex,
piecewise linear function of h with their slopes being inte-
gers. Furthermore, E does not lie in the spectrum of the
Hamiltonian H, if and only if γ(E, h) > 0, and γ(E, h) is
an affine functions in a neighborhood of h. Therefore, as
shown in Fig.1 (a), if E lies in the spectrum of the Hermi-
tian case h = 0, it belongs to the spectrum of the system
with h < − ln |λ|, but does not belong to the spectrum of
the system with h > − ln |λ|, as shown in the blue dashed
line of Fig.1 (a). Conversely, if the energy E (might be
complex) doesn’t lie in the spectrum of the Hermitian
case h = 0, then γ(E, 0) > 0 and γ(E, h) is locally con-
stant in h, as shown in the red dashed line of Fig.1 (a).
Note that h0 is an extreme point of γ(E, h) if and only
if h0 > − ln |λ|. Therefore these energies E do not be-
long to the spectrum of the system with h < − ln |λ|,
which might belong to the spectrum of the system with
h > − ln |λ|.
By the above discussions, we prove that the extended
states have real energies when h < − ln |λ|, and the local-
ized states have complex eigenvalues when h > − ln |λ|.
This explains why the localization transition point coin-
cides with the PT -symmetry breaking point. Further-
more, the spectrum keeps invariant in the regime of ex-
tended states, which is indeed a Cantor set by famous
result of Avila-Jitomirskaya59.
To get a straightforward understanding, next we
demonstrate numerical results of LE, inverse partici-
pation ratio (IPR) and energy spectrum as a function
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FIG. 2: Numerical results for (a) the Lyapunov exponent and
(b) IPR of eigenstates corresponding to the minimum (circles)
and maximum (dots) real part of eigenvalues Re(E) versus
h for the system with g = 0, N = 1597, λ = 0.5 and 2,
respectively. The black solid lines represent the exact solution
of the Lyapunov exponent obtained by (5). (c) The real and
the imaginary part of the eigenvalue spectra versus h for the
system with λ = 0.5, g = 0 and N = 55.
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FIG. 3: (a) The real and imaginary part of the eigenvalue
spectra versus h for the system with λ = 0.5, g = 0, C2 = 0.08
and N = 55. Dashed gray lines indicate the PT -symmetry
breaking point: hc = 0.53. (b) The complex spectrum for
systems with h = 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and 1.2, respectively.
h. For a finite system, the Lyapunov exponent can be
numerically calculated via γ (E) = ln
(
max
(
θ+i , θ
−
i
))
,
where θ±i ∈ R denote eigenvalues of the matrix
Θ =
(
T †N (φ, h)TN (φ, h)
)1/(2N)
. The IPR of an eigen-
state is defined as IPR(n) = (
∑
j
∣∣unj ∣∣4)/(∑j ∣∣unj ∣∣2)2,
where the superscript n labels the nth eigenstate of sys-
tem, and j represents the lattice coordinate. While
IPR' 1/N approaches zero for an extended eigenstate
as N →∞, IPR' 1 for a full localized eigenstate.
Figs.2 (a) and (b) show the numerical results of the LE
and IPR versus h, respectively. When |h| < |hc|, where
|hc| = − ln |λ| ≈ 0.7 for λ = 0.5, all eigenstates are ex-
tended states and both LE and IPR approach zero. On
the other hand, both LE and IPR have a sudden increase,
when h > |hc|. When λ > 1, all eigenstates are localized,
as shown in the Figs.2(a) and (b) with λ = 2. The nu-
merical results of LE for finite size system are found to
agree well with the analytical result (5). In Figs.2(c), we
display the real and imaginary part of eigenvalues ver-
sus h for the system of λ = 0.5. While all eigenstates
are real for |h| < |hc|, they become complex when h ex-
ceeds |hc|. This clearly shows that the transition from
extended to localized states and PT -symmetry breaking
transition have the same boundary. It is also interesting
to notice that the spectrum does not change with h in
the extended region as long as |h| < |hc|.
Next we demonstrate that the unusual spectrum fea-
ture with spectrum keeping invariant in some regions is
not limited to non-Hermitian AA model and can be found
in diverse systems. To give concrete examples, we con-
sider the potential Vj subjected to some small perturba-
tions, which can be written as
Vj = 2λ cos(2piωj + ih) + Cm cos(2mpiωj + ih),
where m = 2, 3, . . . and coefficient Cm  λ. In Fig.3,
we display the spectrum for the system with λ = 0.5
and C2 = 0.08 versus h. It is shown that the spec-
trum does not change with h in the region of h < hc,
where hc ≈ 0.53 is the PT -symmetry breaking point.
We also calculate a case with perturbations taken as∑4
m=2 Cm cos(2mpiωj + ih) with C2 = 0.04, C3 = 0.02
and C4 = 0.03. We find a similar spectrum feature that
the spectrum does not change with h in the region of
h < 0.48. Our results clearly indicate that these pertur-
bations do not change the unusual spectrum feature but
change the boundary hc.
B. Model with non-reciprocal hopping
Now we consider the general case with g 6= 0. The
nonreciprocal hopping breaks the PT symmetry and may
induce skin effect under OBC. The Hamiltonian H(g) un-
der OBC can be transformed to H ′ via a similar trans-
formation
H ′ = SH(g)S−1, (7)
where
S = diag
(
e−g, e−2g, · · · , e−Ng)
is a similarity matrix with only diagonal entries and
H ′ = H(g = 0) is the Hamiltonian with g = 0. The
eigenvectors of H and H ′ satisfy |ψ〉 = S−1 |ψ′〉. An
extended states |ψ′〉 under the transformation S−1 be-
comes skin states, which exponentially accumulate to one
of boundaries48,60–64. A localized state of H ′ generally
takes the following form
|ui| ∝ e−|i−i0|/ξ,
where i0 represents the position of localization center,
ξ = 1/γ is the localization length, and γ = |h|+ ln |λ| is
4the Lyapunov exponent. Then the corresponding wave-
function of H(g) takes the following form:
|ui| ∝
{
e−(γ−g)|i−i0| i > i0
e−(γ+g)|i−i0| i < i0
, (8)
which have different decaying behaviors on different sides
of the localization center.
When |g| ≥ γ, delocalization occurs on one side and
then skin state emerges to the boundary. The transition
point from the localized state to skin state is given by
|h|+ ln |λ| = |g| . (9)
Since a localized state is not sensitive to the boundary
condition of the system, we conclude that the boundary
of localization transition under the PBC is also given by
Eq.(9), which can be alternatively represented as
|λ| = e−|h|+|g|. (10)
All eigenstates are localized when λ > e−|h|+|g|. The
model reduces to the AA model when h = 0 and g = 0.
Eq.(10) recovers the result of Ref.47 for h 6= 0 and g = 0
and the result of Ref.48 for g 6= 0 and h = 0.
By using either Eq.(9) or Eq.(10), we can obtain the
complete phase diagram. For a given λ, we display the
phase diagram in Fig.4 with the phase boundaries (solid
lines) determined by Eq.(9). Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) corre-
spond to the case with λ < 1 and λ > 1, respectively.
Here regions labeled by A denote the Anderson localized
phase, and regions labeled by L or R represent the left or
right skin states under OBC, which are extended phase
under PBC. From the phase diagrams, we can see that,
while increasing |h| tends to driving the system into lo-
calized phase, increasing |g| tends to driving the system
into extended (skin) phase. When |h| = |g|, the transi-
tion point is given by λc = 1, which is irrelevant to the
values of h and g, and eigenstates for system with λ < 1
(λ > 1) are extended (localized).
Since the eigenvalues are generally complex, we can
define a winding number
νφ =
1
2pii
1
N
∫ 2pi
0
dφ∂φ ln det[H(φ)− EB ], (11)
which measures the change of spectrum with respect to
a base energy EB when φ is changed continuously. In
the particular case g = 0, based on Cauchy-Riemann
equation, we have the following relation
νφ = −∂γ(E, h)
∂h
. (12)
We also point out that ∂γ(E,h)∂h is exactly the ”accelera-
tion” which is defined by Avila57. ”Acceleration” is al-
ways an integer, which plays a central role in Avila’s
global theory of quasi-periodic Schro¨dinger operator. If
g 6= 0, we have the following relation:
νφ(g) =
{
0, g > γ(E, h)
−∂γ(E,h)∂h , 0 < g < γ(E, h)
. (13)
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If we are restricted to the non-Hermitian AA model, then
from Eq.(5) we see that
νφ =
{
0, h < hc
−1, h > hc . (14)
On the other hand, we consider the ring chain with a
flux penetrating through the center, yielding
H(ψ) =
∑
j
(tLe
iψ|j〉〈j + 1|+ tRe−iψ|j + 1〉〈j|
+Vj |j〉〈j|) , (15)
or equivalently by replacing the hopping term connect-
ing the first and N -th site as hIN = tLe
−iNψ|N〉 〈1| +
5tRe
iNψ |1〉 〈N |, and the winding number is defined as
νψ =
1
2pii
1
N
∫ 2pi
0
dψ∂ψ ln det[H(ψ)− EB ]. (16)
νφ,ψ have been utilized to characterize the loop of the
energy spectra of extended and localized states37,47,48,51.
In Fig. 5, we show how the winding numbers and IPR
change with h or g. Fig. 5(a) and (c) are for the sys-
tem with fixed λ = 0.5 and g = 1. According to Eq.(9),
we have |hc| = |g| − ln |λ| ≈ 1.7. It is shown that the
winding numbers νφ,ψ take different integers (0, ±1) in
the region |h| < 1.7 or |h| > 1.7, and IPR shows that the
corresponding states are extended or localized. Fig.5(b)
and (d) show the winding numbers νφ,ψ and IPR of the
system with λ = 0.5 and h = 1.5 versus g. According
to Eq.(9), we have |gc| = |h| + ln |λ| ≈ 0.8. The wind-
ing numbers νφ,ψ take different integers (0, ±1) in the
region |g| < 0.8 or |g| > 0.8, and IPR shows that the
corresponding states are localized or extended. The nu-
merical results clearly indicate that the winding numbers
change their values when crossing the boundary of local-
ization transition and take different integers in extended
and localized regions. Consequently, we also show that
different phases in the phase diagram of Fig.4 can be
characterized by different νφ,ψ.
Although it was shown that νφ,ψ are not independent
in special cases (fulfilling self-duality condition)51, no a
general connection between them is constructed. Here
we find that νφ,ψ can be related by the following relation
νψ(λ, h, g) = νφ(1/λ, g, h), (17)
i.e., νψ for the system with parameter λ, h and g can
be read out from νφ of the corresponding system with
λ′ = 1/λ, h′ = g and g′ = h. We shall illustrate such
a mapping in the following section when we discuss the
dual transformation. From the phase diagrams in Figs.4,
we have always νφ = 0 in the extended region and νψ =
±1. Nonzero winding number νψ indicates the existence
of skin states for the system under OBC65–67. On the
other hand, we have always νψ = 0 in the localized region
and νφ = ±1. The relation Eq.(17) constructs a mapping
between the phase diagram of λ < 1 in Fig.4(a) and that
of λ > 1 in Fig.4(b).
C. Spectrum structure and skin effect
For the PT -symmetrical case with g = 0, we have un-
veiled that the real spectrum keeps invariant in the whole
extended region |h| < |hc|. On the other hand, for the
special case with h = 0, we find that the real spectrum
keeps invariant in the whole localized region |g| < |gc|.
The spectrum properties in these two limits can be under-
stood from the observation that the two limit cases can
be related together by a dual transformation48. For the
general case with g 6= 0 and h 6= 0, the periodic bound-
ary spectrum is complex. Nevertheless, we find that the
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FIG. 6: (a) The real and the imaginary part of the eigenvalue
spectra versus h for the system with λ = 0.5, g = 1 and
N = 55. (b) The real and imaginary part of the eigenvalue
spectra versus g for the system with λ = 0.5, h = 1.5 and
N = 55. Dashed gray lines represent transition points.
complex spectrum still keeps invariant when we change
h in the extended region |h| < |hc| for a fixed g or change
g in the localized region |g| < |gc| for a fixed h. To give
some concrete examples, we display the spectrum for the
system with λ = 0.5 and g = 1 versus h in Fig.6(a) and
the system with λ = 0.5 and h = 1.5 versus g in Fig.6(b).
For the case of Fig.6(a), all eigenstates in the region of
|h| < 1.7 are extended state, and the corresponding spec-
trum does not change with h as long as |h| < 1.7. For
Fig. 6(b), all eigenstates in the region of |g| < 0.8 are
localized state, and the corresponding spectrum does not
change with g as long as |g| < 0.8.
Next we shall give a straightforward explanation for
the invariance of spectrum shown in Fig.6(b). In the
region of |g| < 0.8, the states are localized states and
are not sensitive to the boundary condition. Therefore,
the spectra under PBC and OBC should be the same in
the large size limit as long as |g| < |gc|. From Eq.(7),
we know that the open boundary spectrum is irrelevant
with g and should be identical to the case of g = 0 due to
the similar transformation does not change the spectrum.
Therefore, it is not hard to understand why the periodic
boundary eigenenergies do not change with g for the lo-
calized states. When |g| > |gc|, the spectra are sensitive
to the boundary condition and the corresponding states
are extended or skin states under PBC or OBC.
It is not so straightforward to understand the invari-
ance of spectrum shown in Fig.6(a). Nevertheless, we can
give an explanation by resorting the dual transformation.
By utilizing the dual transformation:
|j〉 = 1√
N
∑
k
e−i2piωkj |k〉 ,
we can get a duality form of the Hamiltonian (1), given
by
H˜ =
∑
k
(λL|k〉 〈k + 1|+ λR |k + 1〉 〈k|+ tk|k〉〈k|) ,
(18)
6where λL = λe
−h, λR = λeh and tk = 2 cos (2piωk + ig).
The Hamiltonian (1) and (18) have similar formulae only
with coefficients difference, but have the same spectrum,
although the wave functions of two Hamiltonian are en-
tirely different. Let λ as the unit of the energy, we can
relabel g′ = h, h′ = g, λ′ = 1/λ. Now we can see that
the case of Fig.6(a) with a fixed g and different h can
be mapped to the case with a fixed h′ and different g′,
i.e., the case of Fig.6(b) in the dual Hamiltonian (18).
So we can apply similar explanation why the spectrum
is invariant in the region of g′ < |g′c| (h < |hc|) for fixed
h′ (g). We note under the dual transformation, the flux
phase factor ψ is transformed to the phase factor φ′ ,
i.e., H(ψ, λ, h, g) is mapping to H˜(φ′, λ′, h′, g′). There-
fore, from the definitions of Eq.(11) and Eq.(16), we can
conclude that the relation Eq.(17) holds true.
By comparing the dual Hamiltonian (18) with the
original Hamiltonian (1), we can see the existence of a
self-duality point at g = h and λ = 1. At this self-
duality point, λc = 1 is usually taken as the localization-
delocalization transition point51. From Eq.(10), we have
seen that λc = 1 is a transition point when |h| = |g|,
i.e., the self-duality relation is only a special case of our
general result Eq.(10). It is worth indicating that our
analytical result Eq.(10) does not rely on the self-duality
relation or even the dual transformation.
Next we compare the spectra of the system under PBC
and OBC to see the sensitivity of spectra to the change
of boundary conditions. If non-Hermitian skin effect ex-
ists, the system shall display remarkably different eigen-
spectra under PBC and OBC64–68. In the Fig.7(a)-(c),
we show the spectra in the complex space spanned by
Re(E) and Im(E) for systems with λ = 0.5, h = 1.5
and g = −1, 0.5 and 1, respectively, under both PBC
and OBC. As shown in Fig.7(b), in the localized region
the spectrum under PBC and OBC are almost the same
except for several isolated points corresponding to edge
states. On the other hand, the spectra under PBC and
OBC are obviously different in the delocalized region as
shown in Fig.7(a) and 7(c), which is a signature for the
existence of skin effect under OBC as witnessed in the
distributions of eigenstates shown in Fig.7(d) and 7(f),
respectively. The distributions of localized states under
PBC and OBC are identical as shown in Fig.7(e), show-
ing clearly that the localized states are independent of
the boundary conditions. The numerical results also in-
dicate that the distributions of localized states can be
well described by Eq.(8).
D. Model in a limit case
An interesting limit case of our non-Hermitian AA
model is obtained in the double limit h → ±∞, λ → 0
with λe±h → V finite. In this limit, the complex
quasiperiodic potential
Vj = 2λ cos(2piωj + φ+ ih)→ V e∓i(2piωj+φ),
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FIG. 7: (a)-(c) The complex spectrum for systems with
λ = 0.5, h = 1.5 and g = −1, 0.5 and 1, respectively. The red
circles and blue crosses represent the eigenvalues under PBC
and OBC, respectively. (d)-(f) The distribution of eigenstates
corresponding to the minimum real part of eigenvalues for
systems with λ = 0.5, h = 1.5, g = −1, 0.5 and 1, respectively.
The solid line in (e) is plotted by using Eq.(8)
.
and we get the following Hamiltonian
H =
∑
j
(tL|j〉 〈j + 1|+ tR |j + 1〉 〈j|
+ V exp[∓i(2piωj + φ)]|j〉〈j|). (19)
For this model, the boundary of localization transition is
given by given by
|V | = e|g|. (20)
While all eigenstates are localized for |V | > e|g|, the
eigenstates are extended states (skin states) under PBC
(OBC) for |V | < e|g|. When g = 0, the model reduces to
the one studied in Ref.46 and no skin effect occurs. For
g 6= 0, skin effect occurs in the region of |V | < e|g|.
The unusual spectrum feature can be also found in this
limit model. Eq.(20) suggests that the localized phase
exists only for |V | > 1. For a given V with |V | > 1, the
system is in localized phase in the region |g| < gc with
gc = ln |V |. We find that the spectrum of the system is
invariant with the change of g as long as |g| < gc, which
is verified by our numerical result and can be explained
in a similar way as given in the above subsection.
III. SUMMARY
In summary, we studied the general non-Hermitian AA
model with both complex phase factor and non-reciprocal
hopping and obtained analytically the exact formula of
localization transition point, which can give the complete
phase diagram in the whole parameter space. For the
7case with PT symmetry, we proved that the localiza-
tion transition point is identical to the boundary of PT -
symmetry breaking, and obtained the relation between
winding numbers and acceleration. It was shown that
the phase diagram can be alternatively characterized by
winding numbers. We also find that the spectrum struc-
ture of the system exhibits an intriguing property, i.e.,
the spectrum keeps invariant when we change the pa-
rameter h or g in the region of h < |hc| or g < |gc| as
long as the system is in the extended or localized phase,
respectively. In the presence of non-reciprocal hopping,
extended states usually become skin states when the PBC
is changed to OBC. Since the localized states are not sen-
sitive to the boundary conditions, we identified that the
transition point from localization to skin states is the
same as the point of localization-delocalization transi-
tion under OBC. The skin effect can be also unveiled by
the analysis of the spectrum structures under OBC and
PBC. A model in the limit case is also discussed.
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